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ABSTRACT

Higher education administrators constantly face tough decisions when assessing the feasibility of uni-
versity programs. In fiscally responsive environments, programming traditions, university culture, and 
institutional practices along with the strategic missions of the university are constantly and carefully 
cross examined. National Research University represents any major university, and the players contained 
in this case study are modeled after real administrators and students. You are challenged to bring these 
participants to life by expanding upon the presented material. Please bring an assessment mindset to 
the problems as you align your informed decision making to the University mission. By utilizing ques-
tions included in the case study and examining the lessons learned, you are challenged to project the 
possibilities of synergistic endeavors that will support students while satisfying fiscal, programmatic, 
and personnel issues.
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The National Research University

BACKGROUND

The University

National Research University was founded in 
1824, is technologically progressive, tradition 
rich, heavily supported, and a nationally recog-
nized research university. Additionally, National 
Research University has a history of long serving 
college presidents and is a public university lo-
cated in an urban setting in the Southwest region 
of the country. The university’s endowment is 
over 610 million dollars. In-state tuition is about 
$10,000 a year and out-of-state tuition is about 
$30,000 a year. National Research University 
became a Responsibility Centered Management 
(RCM) budgeting campus eight years ago and the 
responsibility centers lie within each of National 
Research University’s 11 colleges. With one core 
and seven regional campuses, National Research 
University is the largest state funded university 
within its state. Currently the enrollment at Na-
tional Research University is 45,000 students, 
of which 35,000 are undergraduate students and 
10,000 are graduate students. The acceptance rate 
for undergraduates is about 72% and the under-
graduate enrollment is 41% men and 59% women. 
The racial breakdown of the student body is as fol-
lows: 4% African American, 2% American Indian 
or Alaskan Native, 7% Asian or Pacific Islander, 
18% Latino/Hispanic, 65% Caucasian, and 4% 
Other. National Research University is commit-
ted to the principles of enrollment management 
and therefore strives to offer a seamless learning 
environment from admission to graduation.

National Research 
University’s Mission

National Research University is committed to the 
creation and dissemination of new knowledge. 
National Research University recognizes and 
affirms the importance of cutting edge research 
and scholarship as a means to new knowledge 

production, inspiring graduates and undergradu-
ates in the lifelong learning process, and meeting 
the educational needs of the state, the nation, and 
the world. The university also affirms a commit-
ment to academic freedom, cultural diversity, and 
building community through scholarship.

The Players

Dr. Al Mighty, President of 
National Research University

Dr. Mighty was brought to National Research 
University after a beloved and longstanding 
president retired. He has spent the last year 
evaluating the culture, the climate and the issues 
at National Research University. He has found 
several programs aimed at first generation and 
diverse populations whose services overlap one 
another. All of Dr. Mighty’s research into the 
institution has convinced him there needs to be 
more seamless services for first generation and 
underrepresented students. While he values the 
tradition and work of the programs for these 
populations at National Research University, he 
feels it is important to not only group the services 
the programs provide but also make certain that 
serving these students is an institutional priority 
and not just a programmatic one. Dr. Mighty sees 
the Hispanic enrollment steadily climbing and sees 
a golden opportunity to work toward becoming a 
Hispanic Serving Institution (HSI).

Dr. Manny Spreadsheets (YOU), 
Director of Institutional Research

Dr. Spreadsheets has been instrumental in help-
ing Dr. Mighty learn about National Research 
University. Dr. Mighty, has come to value Dr. 
Spreadsheets insights, knowledge of the univer-
sity and most importantly respects his research 
accomplishments. Dr. Spreadsheets loves his 
data on the university and is accomplished in 
both qualitative and quantitative methodologies. 
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